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ICCJ: ‘As long as you believe…’
feedback to be posted on the ICCJ
website, and also if you wish to be
identified or remain anonymous. To
gauge the Australian response, could
you also send your response to me,
email: szeklex@szeklex.com.au
Student exchange to fight Global
anti-Semitism

The International Council of Christians and Jews has called on Christians
to be ‘ever vigilant’ about their
‘received legacy of theological antiJudaism’.
The ICCJ has sent a document, As long
as you believe in a living God, you must have
hope to Councils of Christians and Jews
world-wide. The ICCJ paper is a response to urgent concerns raised by its
members about the increasingly polarized situation in the Middle East, especially the Palestinian-Israeli dispute.
President Deborah Weissman has invited individual members, and member councils, to read the document
and respond with suggestions via the
ICCJ newsletter@iccj.org
In spite of many years of interfaith
progress, the ‘persistent failure’ to resolve issues between the Palestinians
and the Israelis, and between Israel
and its neighbouring states, has led to
a situation that is both dangerous and
untenable, the ICCJ says.
The document identifies primary issues as the statelessness of Palestinians, both Christian and Muslim; the
long-term failure to find a resolution;
the damage to younger generations;
that the viability of a two state solution recedes as conflict continues; Islamophobia, anti Christian and anti-

Semitic speech/action as on the rise;
Israel’s right to existence increasingly
questioned and the tendency by many
to adopt simplistic and one sided
‘solutions’, which deny justice and
perpetuate division.
The alleged wrongs of Israel are held
to account to a degree never demanded of other countries, the document
says. Christians must continue to confront and reform the anti-Jewish theologies that have pervaded Christianity
for centuries. Islamist polemicists
must resist tapping into this historical
Christian anti-Judaism for present political gain. Similarly, some Jews must
resist the view that Israel be a state
free of non-Jews, recognising that the
Holy Land is holy to all three Abrahamic faiths.
From ACCJ President, William Szekely:
Would Australian members please go
to the ICCJ document As long as you

believe in a living God, you must
have hope at www.iccj.org/

As_long_as_you_believe_in_a_living_
God__you_must_have_hope.4173.0.h
tml
and send your feedback directly to the
ICCJ at newsletter@iccj.org . Please
indicate if you are willing for your

European leaders should send university
students to Israel as part of efforts to
combat rising levels of anti-Semitism and
xenophobia, according to Foreign Ministry
director, Gideon Meir. Mr Meir was
speaking at the 4th Global Forum for
Combating Anti-Semitism in Jerusalem,
held in May. Meir proposed a program to
bring 100,000 ‘relevant individuals’ here
for a ‘journey of discovery’ within half a
decade. Meir said that even after much
deliberation at the conference, ultimately
‘statements are not enough’, and there is a
need for action. ‘If (the Europeans) want
to fight anti-Semitism, which is also a
problem for them, they should partner
with us.’ Acceptance of the Israeli proposal by foreign governments would constitute ‘a big step to combat anti Semitism’. The 4th Global Forum in Jerusalem
hosted more than 500 delegates representing six religions. One such response came
from the US based Anti-Defamation
League (ADL) which announced it has
received a three-year $7.5 million grant to
create a Global Anti-Semitism Index.. The
new index will measure anti-Semitic attitudes in 50 countries around the world,
with additional countries being added in
each subsequent year. ADL’s most recent
survey of Attitudes Toward Jews in 10 European Countries, an opinion poll of 5,000 Europeans, found that anti-Semitic attitudes
remain at disturbingly high levels across
Europe. The poll was conducted in January 2012 in Austria, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Spain and the United Kingdom.
The initial Global Anti-Semitism Index
survey will be compiled and released before the end of 2013.
– Algemeiner and the Jerusalem Post
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Around the TRAPS...
PARIS:

A letter handwritten by Alfred Dreyfus,
the French Jewish soldier who was
wrongly convicted of treason in 1894, was
sold at auction for nearly half a million
dollars. A captain in the French army,
Alfred Dreyfus was exonerated in 1906 of

auckland:
Stepping up the boycott of Israel will be
on the agenda of a conference in New
Zealand in June. Organisers say it brings
together (groups) ‘to raise awareness and
form strong, active support for the Palestinian struggle’. The coalition includes Kia
Ora Gaza, Global Peace and Justice
Auckland, Palestine Human Rights Campaign, Students for Justice in Palestine
and the Wellington Palestine Group.

Bologna on May 31, 2013. It is believed
that the copy of the Torah is at least 800
years old, probably written between 1155
and 1225. Photo: Roberto Serra
STOP PRESS:
Rabbi John Levi, AM DD is to be the
keynote speaker at our national ACCJ
conference, from Sept.29 to Oct.2, at the
ACU, Brisbane.

Alfred Dreyfus
his conviction on charges of spying for
Germany after a lengthy court battle rife
with anti-Semitic overtones. The case
caused outrage worldwide, and was a major influence on Theodore Herzl, the
founder of modern Zionism.
Sydney:
The ACCJ has congratulated the Anglican
Church on the installation of the new
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most Rev
Justin Welby, in March. ACCJ President,
William Szekely, noted the new Primate’s
commitment to interfaith dialogue and
welcomed AB Welby’s affirmation of the
place of the Holy Land in JewishChristian relationships.

west bank:
A disturbing incident occurred on 20 May
when Jewish residents of the West Bank
villages of Gush Etzion and Kiryat Arba
spotted a flag with a swastika flying over
the nearby Palestinian Arab town of Beit
Omar. Residents expressed the fear that
they may lose their hold on the land. ‘The
Arabs no longer feel the need to hide
their intentions,’ said one.
bologna:
Rabbi Alberto Sermoneta and the discoverer, Professor Mauro Perani examine the
world’s oldest Torah scroll found in the
storehouse of Biblioteca Universitaria of

Papers are invited on the theme,
‘Engaging the Other: Jewish-Christian
Perspectives in the light of the 2009 Berlin
Document, A Time for Recommitment’. Papers should be approx. 30 minutes. Please
send a title and abstract by Aug.15 to Terry Veling: terryveling@acu.edu.au Further
e n q u i r i e s: Ro n Ho e n i g : r o n hoenig@bigpond.com

Editorial: What a wonderful World
The Goulburn miracle (page 3) was a welcome ‘good news’ story in a bad month.
Here is another:
In 1907, in New Orleans, a grandson of
slaves was taken in by a family of Lithuanian Jews. Perhaps they felt sorry for him,
his father having abandoned the family.
When the boy pointed to a cornet in a
pawn shop, the Karnofskys bought it for
him. The boy was Louis Armstrong.
Armstrong gained his life: music, a new
way of being—and a profound understanding of anti-Semitism. ‘I was only 7
years old but I could easily see the ungodly
treatment that the White Folks were handing the poor Jewish family I worked for,’
Armstrong wrote in a 1969 memoir, Louis
Armstrong and the Jewish Family in New Orleans, La., in the year 1907. ‘They were always

warm and kind to me, which was very noticeable to me—just a kid who could use a
little word of kindness.’ Thereafter he identified with the Karnofskys and the Jews of
New Orleans so closely that he became an
ardent philo-Semite who wore a Star of
David around his neck. ‘I will love the
Jewish people, all of my life,’ he wrote,
adding that he learned from them ‘how to
live—real life and determination.’
The famously apolitical Armstrong went
on the record in 1969 to defend Jews,
their values and their struggle. The catalyst was kindness. Kindness opened Armstrong’s eyes and ears, and mind.
The New Orleans Jews offered Armstrong Tzedakah, a ‘fair go’. In return,
Armstrong raised a prophetic voice for
Jews as Malcolm X’s anti-Jewish views

took some hold, when it was needed.
And the world gained tikkun olam, healing,
from the joy and music of Louis Armstrong.
What a wonderful world!
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PM meets Jewish students; Josie Lacey honoured

Prime Minister Julia Gillard has hosted
a meeting with members of the Australian Union of Jewish Students in
Canberra. At the meeting, the PM
spoke about her signing the London

Declaration on Anti Semitism and
the need to main in law the full protections against hate speech – section
18C – in the Racial Discrimination
Act.

Josie Lacey has been awarded the
NSW Premier’s Multicultural Award
for Lifetime achievement at Parliament House.
Her experiences in post-war Europe
instilled a lifelong commitment to
work against racism, according to the
NSW Jewish Board of Deputies.
Mrs Lacey has been a significant contributor to advances in human rights,
children’s rights, anti-racism and social justice issues in NSW.

A Goulburn Miracle

A Jewish man was nearing death at the
end of May in Goulburn hospital and
asked to speak with a rabbi. Rabbi
Shmueli Feldman of Chabad ACT

travelled to Goulburn and
talked and prayed with the
man, who wanted a Jewish
burial. Feldman discovered
that there was no functioning
Jewish burial ground in Goulburn. Council was contacted
and a Jewish site set aside.
But a further problem arose:
there were not ten Jewish
men in Goulburn necessary for lawful consecration of the burial ground.
Purely by word of mouth, not one
but two full minyans of Jews from Syd-

Interfaith ‘Heaven’ in WA
In April, CCJWA members and guests
met at Temple David Social Hall for a
screening of the film As it is in Heaven
(2004) directed by Kay Pollack. The
movie surrounds the hardships of life
in a remote Swedish village. After enjoying fame as a musician, Daniel suffers a heart attack and returns anonymously to his hometown. Unexpectedly
employed by the local church, he encounters the hidden and overt issues of
the village. Daniel’s choral methods
expose jealousies, weaknesses, and efforts to control, and also churchgoers’
complicity in ridicule and violence.
Eventually his methods lead to the
opening of hearts.
Many agreed that this was a captivating

and beautiful work. Symbols were
noted. Harmony required listening;
choristers could only reach their potential and make beautiful music while
they listened to each other. This was
paralleled by the need to listen to each
other’s fears, joys, and pains, for their
coming together to continue. Daniel’s
harmony was achieved in the absence
of words; his unity through music
reached for something above words
and creeds. It reached for heaven.
Finally, Daniel is healed by listening to
the harmony he has helped to create.
The film stimulated much thought
about God, love, music, institutionalised religion, and being human.
– Judith Schneider, CCJWA Inc.

ney, Canberra, Camden and other
towns arrived in Goulburn to consecrate the burial ground for a man
they did not know. ‘It was a stunning display of the strength and resilience of the community,’ Rabbi
Feldman said. ‘You could see the
secret to what has kept our people
going for so long.’
– with thanks to CCJ member George Sternfeld
and the blog Eclectic Filibuster Soup for this
story
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The Christian Hope and Dialogue with Jews
Is it acceptable to pray that non-Christians will one day arrive at the acceptance of Christian beliefs? The last edition of Scene
argued that it was not. Here David Schütz presents the contrary view:
close to anti-semitism’.
Christian relations with Jews have
been seriously marred by teachings of
‘supersessionism’, contempt and
forced ‘conversions’. It is understandable that today any attempt to
‘convert’ Jews to Christianity is
viewed by Jews as an attack upon their
integrity and identity. The Berlin Document of the International Council of
Christians and Jews declares that
‘interreligious dialogue in the fullest
sense of the term is impossible if any
of the parties harbour desires to convert the other’ and calls for ‘a cleansing of Christian liturgies of any antiJewish perspectives.’

David Schutz
Christians believe that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah sent by the God of
Israel for the salvation of the whole
world. Pope Benedict XVI wrote in
his first encyclical: ‘Being Christian is
not the result of an ethical choice or a
lofty idea, but the encounter with an
event, a person, which gives life a new
horizon and a decisive direction.’
Christians hope and pray that all people might encounter Jesus and share
the blessings God brings through him.
The first Christians were Jews who
restricted their preaching to their own
people. Very soon they realised that
the Gospel of Jesus was for all nations. Today the question is precisely
the opposite: should Gentile Christians desire and pray that the Jewish
people may ‘acknowledge that Jesus
Christ is Saviour of the world’? That is
the wording of the Latin prayer for
the Jews in the Catholic (pre-Vatican
II) ‘extraordinary form’ of the Good
Friday liturgy. In her editorial in the
March edition of Scene, Kate Mannix
called Pope Benedict XVI’s 2008 decision to restore this prayer ‘perilously

The Second Vatican Council repudiated all ‘hatred, persecutions, displays of
anti-Semitism, directed against Jews at
any time and by anyone’ (‘Nostra Aetate’ §4). Pope John Paul II reminded
the Church that God’s covenant with
the Jewish people has never been revoked. Thus, the Gospel of Jesus does
not ‘supersede’ this covenant. As Rabbi David Rosen told Vatican Radio,
the papacy of Benedict XVI was ‘very
significant in consolidating [these]
amazing achievements in CatholicJewish relations’.
Vatican II also declared that ‘Christ is
the Light of nations. Because this is
so, this Sacred Synod gathered together in the Holy Spirit eagerly desires, by
proclaiming the Gospel to every creature, to bring the light of Christ to all
people’ (‘Lumen Gentium’ §1). While
the Catholic Church rejects any evangelistic mission specifically aimed at
the Jewish people as such, can Jews
respect the Christian hope that the
proclamation of ‘the light of Christ’
will be freely received by all people including the Jews?
In the ‘ordinary’ form of the Good
Friday liturgy, the Catholic Church
prays: ‘Almighty and eternal God,
long ago you gave your promise to
Abraham and his posterity. Listen to

your Church as we pray that the people you first made your own may arrive at the fullness of redemption.’ In
Evening Prayer on the 3rd and 5th Sundays of Easter, the Church prays to
Jesus: ‘Let Israel recognise in you her
longed-for Messiah, and the whole
earth be filled with the knowledge of
your glory.’ Are such prayers to be
excluded from Christian liturgy?
To me, it does not seem to aid the
dialogue when this belief and hope is
characterised as ‘anti-semitism’.
Despite immense difficulties, the task
of the dialogue is a positive one: to
find a way in which both Christians
and Jews can uphold and respect – in
a completely non-threatening way –
the full integrity of each other’s religious experience and hopes.
The author is also the Executive Officer of the
Ecumenical and Interfaith Commission of the
Catholic Archdiocese of Melbourne, the past
Secretary of the Jewish Christian Muslim Association of Australia and teaches adult faith formation for Anima Education. David intends to
present a fuller presentation on this issue at the
National Conference of ACCJ. Detailed notes
with regard to the prayer in the Good Friday
liturgy of the Extraordinary Form of the Roman
Missal are available at: http://
www.cam.org.au/eic/good-friday-prayer
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Geza vermes
1924—2013
Geza Vermes, who died in May, was
an expert in the history of Judaism in
the early Roman empire whose prolific writings, particularly on the Jewish
background of early Christianity and
on the Dead Sea scrolls, have had a
profound effect both among scholars
and in the wider public.
Geza Vermes was born in Makó in
southern Hungary in 1924. His father,
Ernó, a journalist, and his mother,
Terézia, a school teacher, were part of
the largely assimilated Jewish bourgeoisie in Hungary. In 1931, when he
was six, he and his parents converted
to Christianity. Sent to the local gymnasium, he proved a precocious student and decided in his late teens to
study for the priesthood. The decision
almost certainly saved his life, since
the seminary priests protected him
during the period of the mass deportation of Hungarian Jews in 1944.
After the war Vermes joined the order
of the Fathers of Notre-Dame de Sion
and in 1947 he was sent by the order
to Louvain to study Theology and
Oriental history and languages. His
intention was to write a thesis on Isaiah, but on news of the discovery of
biblical and other ancient Jewish writings in the Judaean desert, he changed
his topic. His thesis on the origins of
the Dead Sea sect, completed in 1952,
was the first doctoral thesis to be written on the Dead Sea scrolls. In 1957,
having left the priesthood, he was
appointed to a Lecturership in Divinity in the University of Newcastle, and
it was there that he published with
Penguin in 1962 the first edition of
The Dead Sea Scrolls in English as well as
a series of important studies on bible
interpretation in antiquity.
In 1965 he was appointed Reader in
Jewish Studies in Oxford and a Fellow
of Iffley (soon to be Wolfson) College, and he remained a devoted member of the College for the rest of his
life. He was one of the last remaining

Iffley Fellows who had witnessed the
creation of Wolfson from the beginning.
In his new post, he soon became
widely known for a series of studies
on Jesus within his Jewish environment, particularly Jesus the Jew, first
published in 1973. The depiction of
Jesus as an individualistic holy man
who operated at a tangent to the reli-

gious currents of the Judaism of his day
was further clarified by in a series of
later studies. Vermes was among the
first in a humanities faculty in Oxford
to seek to attract graduate students by
setting up taught masters courses in
Jewish Studies in the Graeco-Roman
Period, and he attracted and inspired
many doctoral students who went on
to academic careers in many parts of
the world.
Vermes was awarded a D.Litt. by Oxford in 1988 and was appointed to a
personal chair in Jewish Studies in
1989. In 1985 he was elected a Fellow
of the British Academy and in 2001 he
was elected to the European Academy
of Arts, Sciences and Humanities. He
received honorary degrees from
Durham, Edinburgh, Sheffield, and the
Central European University of Budapest, and in 2009 he was honoured by
the United States House of Representatives with a vote of congratulation ‘for
inspiring and educating the world’. The
latest edition of the translated Dead Sea
scrolls, now entitled The Complete
Dead Sea Scrolls in English, was issued,
fifty years after the first edition, as a
Penguin Classic.
Geza Vermes is survived by his second
wife, Margaret, and step-son, Ian. His
first wife, Pamela, predeceased him.
-Wolfson College, Oxford
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“...you must have hope.”
The ICCJ paper ‘As long as you believe in a living God, you must have hope’ (page one) asks Christians to consider the approach
that insists Jews convert for their own salvation. Do Christians respect Jewish spiritual integrity, or do they see Jews as simply
‘puppets who act out their assigned role in a triumphant Christian script?’
We asked some thoughtful CCJ members – Dr Marianne Dacy, NDS, Rabbi Jeremy Lawrence and Rev. Jenny Chalmers
(CCJ NZ) for their views on the following question:

Do Christians and Jews each feel that, consistent with Principles 1 to 5 of the ICCJ 2009 Berlin Document, respect for the other faith requires looking seriously at one's own faith and liturgy to see if anything done or said as part of that faith and/or liturgy might offend or render uncomfortable, members
of the other faith?
What might the limits to this be?

Principles of the ICCJ 2009 Berlin
Document (abstract)
1. To combat religious, racial and
all other forms of anti-Semitism
2. To promote interreligious dialogue with Jews
3. To develop theological understandings of Judaism that affirm
its distinctive integrity.
4. To pray for the peace of Jerusalem
5. To acknowledge the efforts of
many Christian communities in
the late 20th century to reform
their attitudes towards Jews

Dr Marianne Dacy, NDS:
Yes, I do believe we must reflect on
our faith and examine our liturgies for
anti Jewish bias. Again, there should
be no question, in the case of Catholicism, that the liturgy should include
anything that might offend members
of other faiths. (Nostrae Aetate, official
Church doctrine, prohibits
this).This first step toward reconciliation was originally signalled in Nostrae
Aetate and subsequent Church docu-

ments have developed and reinforced
this idea.
The commonality and gradual separation of Judaism and Christianity is
critical to the understanding of the
Christian-Jewish relationship. We
need to be vigilant in ensuring Christian liturgies have no anti-Jewish perspectives in prayers, preaching and in
hymns.
We must educate Christians about the
terrible history of Christian antiJudaism, without which there cannot
be a real renewal of the relationship
between Judaism and Christianity. We
cannot enter into interreligious dialogue with Jews if Christian words and
actions in the liturgy undermine the
progress in the interfaith movement
made over the last fifty years. Trust
and equality are essential for this conversation to continue. There can be
no trust if Jews fear that Christians are
using interfaith dialogue as a means to
try to convert them.

Rabbi Jeremy Lawrence:
Religious conviction requires the bearer of God’s message to teach it with
integrity. Prophets, martyrs and saints
were called upon to confront coreligionists as well as others with
words which were intended to probe,
provoke and discomfort. The goal
was to guide or cajole the listeners to
a more Godly path. One should not
have to dilute the exhortation to do
right.
Nonetheless, while Judaism is covenantal and emphasises a special relationship between the Jewish People
and the Almighty, it does not preclude
alternative spiritual approaches nor
deny the potential for the righteous of
other nations for salvation and to be
welcomed into the Divine Presence.
In teaching respect for adherents of
other faiths, Jews are required to incorporate the oft-repeated injunction
to ‘love the stranger’ and to accept
God’s own affirmation of other peo-
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ples as exemplified by sending Jonah
to Nineveh or His declaration in
Amos 9:7.
In this regard respect for other peoples is an inherent element of Jewish
respect for God and His creation.
Respect for other faiths is characterised by two elements. The first is the
absolute rejection of idolatry and the
human-sacrificial and religious sexual
practices which the Bible declares
abominable. While there is the potential for theological engagement with
the ethical monotheists, no benefit
may be gleaned or sought from idolatry.
The second element is the pragmatic.
In the interests of ‘darchei shalom’ the
ways of peace, a number of compromises in Jewish law with reference to
our dealings with gentiles are mandated. While some authorities represent
these as second-best concessions, others see the elevation of ‘darchei shalom’
as the ideal.
As we interpret our faith we should
look to the gain and mutual selfpreservation of emphasising the common ground and diminishing confrontation. Without shying from our
points of distinction, we should give
pre-eminence to our own teachings
which advance the cause of peace.
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Rev. Jenny Chalmers:
While a great deal of critical attention
is focused on the Gospel of John and
the Good Friday intercessions as examples of Christian anti Judaism, the
problem of the Christian liturgy is
wider than just the Gospels and particular Christian prayers.

The combined Christian attitudes of
exclusivity and supersessionism remain deeply entrenched in Christian
life, worship and liturgy and are particularly apparent in the construction
of liturgies for worship.
In New Zealand these attitudes were
illustrated in the editing of the Psalms

for A New Zealand Prayer Book/ He
Karakia Mihinare O Aotearoa, the Anglican prayer book. In some psalms
Zion’ and ‘Israel’ are replaced with other words, verses are omitted from other
Psalms, and some psalms are completely absent.
This example highlights the lack of
theological depth church members
show concerning the relationship between Christianity and Judaism and
how this relationship might be conceptualised. The New Testament idea of
the ‘new Israel’ fails to acknowledge
that Jews and Christians together are
the people of G_d, and share the same
texts.
An introverted framework which considers the liturgy an ‘in house’ or
‘domestic’ document only for the use
of a particular denomination, does not
serve the whole church well and diminishes the other part of the people of
G_d. It is particularly important where
Jews are numerically less than Christians, particularly where a text is used
by two religions, that careful thought
be given to utilizing the text to suit one
part of the people of God while not
offending the other.
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“I am Joseph, your brother”
Rabbi David Rosen writes that the turnaround in the Vatican’s view of Judaism is credited to one person: Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli. Upon his ascent to the papacy in 1958, when he chose the name John XXIII, he took it with the words: 'I am Joseph your
brother.'
Theodor Herzl, in his efforts to enlist
international support for the Zionist
project, managed to obtain an audience with Pope Pius X and to set
forth his vision before the pontiff. In
his diary, Herzl recalled the pope’s
response: ‘We will not be able to recognize you because you did not recognize Our Lord. We will not be able to
prevent Jews from returning to Palestine but our clergy will be ready with
holy water in order to baptize them
all.’
Thus Pius X summed up the Catholic
Church’s traditional attitude towards
the Jews, whereby the Jews have been
punished because they refused to
acknowledge the Christian Gospel and
they are condemned to wander among
the nations until the end of days as
proof of their wrongdoing.
Today the situation is entirely different. The Vatican maintains full relations with the State of Israel and the
last two popes have visited the country, offering great respect to its elected
officials and its representative, political and religious institutions. The Jews
are described by the leaders of the
Catholic Church as ‘the beloved elder
brother from the Old Testament −
You are the beloved elder brother of
the Church of the original Covenant
never broken and never to be broken’ 
(in the words of Pope John Paul II).
The last two popes also emphasized
the fact that the Christians have a
unique spiritual connection to the
Jewish people, unparalleled in the relations between other world religions.
This amazing turnaround is credited
to one person: Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli. Roncalli was the papal nuncio in
Turkey during the Holocaust and acted in various ways to save thousands
of Jews. After the war he did everything he could to influence Catholic
countries to support the establishment
of the State of Israel. Upon his ascent
to the papacy in 1958, when he chose

the modern era. Among the subjects
that came up was the church’s attitude
towards Judaism and the Jews. This
meeting, the work of which spread
over three years, is known by the
name Vatican II, and the document
that dealt with other religions and especially Judaism is known by the Latin
title Nostra Aetate ‘(In Our Age)’.
This document brought about a revolution in Christianity’s attitude towards the Jews: For the first time
there was a declaration negating any
claim that the Jewish people was responsible for the death of Jesus.
Moreover, the Nostra Aetate declaration rejected the doctrine that the
the name John XXIII, he took it with Jews had been cast out by God and
the words: ‘I am Joseph your brother’  the church came to take their place.
(in the words of the biblical Joseph to The document ratified the eternity of
his brothers in Egypt; Giuseppe is the covenant between God and the
Jewish people, alongside a firm conJoseph in Italian).
John XXIII saw to amending the lit- demnation of anti-Semitism. (Pope
urgy of the Catholic Church and elim- John Paul II defined anti-Semitism as
inated from it any disparaging word ‘a sin against God and mankind.’)
about the Jews. In 1962 he convened Sadly, Pope John Paul XXIII died
the bishops of the church serving in before the Nostra Aetate declaration
various countries around the world in was published and before he managed
order to discuss the church’s path in to establish diplomatic relations with
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the State of Israel. In his stead a more
‘cautious’ pope was chosen, who apparently was concerned about negative reactions in the Arab world, including harm to the Christian communities in those countries. Only 28
years later was the Fundamental
Agreement signed between the Vatican and the State of Israel, which led
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to the strengthening of the ties between them. President Shimon Peres
defined this correctly: ‘There have
never been such good and close ties
between us.’
These full relations made possible the
papal visits to Israel by the last two
popes. They have also led to the establishment of a bilateral commission

for interfaith dialogue between the Vatican and the Chief Rabbinate of Israel,
which is currently marking a decade of
its activity.
All these positive achievements and
developments are the fruit of the courage and vision of one man with a huge
heart and a sincere love for the Jewish
people − Pope John XXIII − who, as
noted, saved many Jews during he Holocaust, supported the establishment of
the State of Israel and paved the way
for his successors who followed in his
footsteps.
Despite all this, today there is no official Israeli government recognition of
what he did. With the aim of rectifying
that, a public committee has been established, which has as a key part of its
activity a conference in honour of the
memory of Pope John XXIII. From
the practical standpoint, however, this
is not enough and we should do more.
In our textbooks there is hardly any
mention of the revolution John XXIII
fomented in the Catholic Church’s attitude towards the Jewish people, and
even his heroic actions in rescuing Jews
during the Holocaust are not known to
most Israelis.
Especially now, when we do not lack
for enemies, it is essential that we recognize this hero who did so much for
us and led some of those who hated us
to love us or at least to befriend us.
This is a challenge for the Education
Ministry and the state’s teaching establishment, and it is a debt of gratitude
towards a figure of such great historic
importance for the State of Israel, the
Jewish people and their relations with
the Christian world. This ‘world’ for
the most part is not a part of the problem of anti-Semitism today but rather a
part of the solution, and this to a large
extent is thanks to John XXIII.
– originally published in Haaretz

Rabbi Rosen, formerly the chief rabbi of Ireland, is the international director of Interreligious Affairs of the American Jewish Committee and an honorary adviser on interfaith
affairs to the Chief Rabbinate of Israel.
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Books
On Heaven and Earth:
Pope Francis on Faith, Family, and the Church in the Twenty-First Century

by Jorge Mario Bergoglio and Abraham Skorka: Random House: April 2013

From the man who became Pope Francis, Jorge Mario Bergoglio shares his
thoughts on religion, reason, and the
challenges the world faces in the 21st
century with Abraham Skorka, a rabbi
a n d
b i o p h y s i c i s t .
For years Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio, archbishop of Argentina, and
Rabbi Abraham Skorka were tenacious
promoters of interreligious dialogues on
faith and reason. They both sought to
build bridges among Catholicism, Judaism, and the world at large. On Heaven
and Earth, originally published in Argen-

tina in 2010, brings together a series of
these conversations where both men
talked about various theological and
worldly issues, including God, fundamentalism, atheism, abortion, homosexuality,
euthanasia, same-sex marriage, and globalization. From these personal and accessible talks comes a first-hand view of the
man who would become pope to 1.2 billion Catholics around the world in March
2013.

Jews and Words
by Amos Oz and Fania Oz-Salzberger; Posen Library of Jewish Culture and Civilization, Nov 2012

Why are words so important to so many
Jews? Novelist Amos Oz and historian
Fania Oz-Salzberger roam the gamut of
Jewish history to explain the integral
relationship of Jews and words.
Through a blend of storytelling and
scholarship, conversation and argument, father and daughter tell the tales
behind Judaism’s most enduring names,
adages, disputes, texts, and quips. These
words, they argue, compose the chain
connecting Abraham with the Jews of
every subsequent generation.
Framing the discussion within such topics as continuity, women, timelessness,
and individualism, Oz and Oz-

Salzberger deftly engage Jewish personalities across the ages, from the unnamed,
possibly female author of the Song of
Songs through obscure Talmudists to
contemporary writers.
They suggest that Jewish continuity, even
Jewish uniqueness, depends not on central places, monuments, heroic personalities, or rituals but rather on written words
and an ongoing debate between the generations. Full of learning, lyricism, and
humour, Jews and Words offers an extraordinary tour of the words at the heart of
Jewish culture and extends a hand to the
reader, any reader, to join the conversation.

Jesus of Nazareth: What He Wanted, Who He Was
Author: Gerard Lohfink; Liturgical Press; November 2012

In his latest book, renowned Scripture
scholar Gerhard Lohfink asks, ‘What is
unique about Jesus of Nazareth, and
what did he really want?’
Gerhard Lohfink was professor of New
Testament exegesis at the University of
Tübingen. Since 1986, he has lived and
worked as a theologian for the Catholic
Integrated Community, established in
Munich after the Second World War. In
this book, Lohfink engages the perceptions of the first witnesses of his life

and ministry and those who handed on
their testimony. His approach is altogether historical and critical, but he
agrees with Karl Barth’s statement that
historical criticism has to be more critical.
Lohfink takes seriously the fact that Jesus was a Jew and lived entirely in and
out of Israel s faith experiences but at
the same time brought those experiences
to their goal and fulfilment. The result is
a convincing and profound picture of
Jesus.
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Coming Up...
Tisha b’av
15 july

Tisha B'Av (Hebrew: תשעה באבor
" ,ט׳ באבthe Ninth of Av,") is an
annual fast day in Judaism, named
for the ninth day (Tisha) of the
month of Av in the Hebrew calendar. The fast commemorates the
destruction of both the First Temple and Second Temple in Jerusalem, which occurred about 655
years apart, but on the same Hebrew calendar date. Tisha B’Av
has come to symbolize all destruction and exile experienced by
Jews, as well as Jewish resilience
and renewal.
The 2013 commemoration begins
at sundown on Monday 15 July.
.

Mandela day
July 18

Nelson Mandela International Day (or Mandela
Day) is an annual day in honour of Nelson Mandela, celebrated 18 July (on Mandela's birthday).
The day was officially declared by the United Nations in November 2009, with the first UN Mandela
Day held on 18 July 2010. Nelson Mandela has
publicly acknowledged the crucial importance of
religious institutions, and particularly the Christian
churches, for the sustained international pressure
which allowed his release from prison after 27
years. Speaking at the World Parliament of Religionsin1991,Mandelasaid,‘Indrawinguponits
spiritual and communal resources, religion can be a
powerful partner in meeting the challenges of power, alienation and the destruction of the environment.’.
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NOT YET A MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL OF
CHRISTIANS AND JEWS?
The Councils of Christians and Jews are a vital part in the combined Christian-Jewish effort
to foster social harmony. We aim to combat all forms of religious, racial and social discrimination using the powerful insights of Judaism and Christianity. Check with your state
branch (see below) for membership fees and concessions:

Join today!
I hereby apply for an annual membership of the Council of Christians and Jews:
Standard member:
Married couple:
Pensioner couple:
Single Pensioner/student/unemployed:
Educational Institution:
Religious Body:
I enclose cheque:
Visa

3 yrs membership
3 yrs membership

3 yrs membership
3 yrs membership
Mastercard

Expires __/__

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
NAME: _______________________________________________________________________
‘When two people
relate to each other
authentically and
humanly, God is the
electricity that surges
between them.’
Martin Buber

ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________
_____________________Post Code_________Email:__________________________________
SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________________

Thank you! tear off and send to your CCJ State Branch:

NSW:

2 Powell Retreat, Westleigh, 2120
Email: jimm@uca.org.au

tel: 02 9980 8670

Vic:

326 Church St, Richmond, 3121
Email: ccjvic@bigpond.net.au

Tel: 03 9429 5212

SA:

18 Broughton Rd., Glenside, 5065
Email: merades@internode.on.net

WA:

ACT:

CCJ of W. Australia
PO Box 1469 , Booragoon, 6954

download form at:

1 Lincoln Place, Chapman, 2611

Tel: 02 6288 6827

Email: rothman@grapevine.com.au

www.ccjwa.org

